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DDWG Notes 2023-01-19   
--- 
title: DDWG Notes 2023-01-19 
layout: default 
date: 2023-01-19 
--- 
January 19, 2023 
Notes by Debra Kazden   
 
Known Attendees: M. Drum, M. Gordon, E. Guinness, T. Hare, L. Huber, S. Hughes, R. Joyner, D. Kazden, 
T. Lim, J. Mafi, S. McLaughlin, B. Semenov and R. Simpson Known Observers: R. Alanis, A. Bailey, M. K. 
Crombie, P. Lawton, S. Loftin, M. McAuley, E. Schaefer, C. Seyb  and M. Tiscareno   
 
## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent January 17, from M. Drum, Agenda for January 19, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- Votes! We’ve got votes!   
- Approved SCRs by March 2, 2023 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-354 – Add new permissible values to Header/parsing standard id to support new versions of CDF – 
Joe Mafi 
- CCB-355 – Add Funding Acknowledgement class to Citation Information Class – Myche McAuley 
- CCB-359 – Allow Product Ancillary to include dictionaries – Anne Raugh **(Did not vote)**   
 
Tier 1 issues   
- CCB-357 – Create Product Annex – Now Product External – Lyle Huber    
- CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational – Trent Hare   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh - Counter proposal for Instrument Host 
amendments **(Discussed 357, 325)**   
 
Tier 2 issues 
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim - We know that we 
need to at least support CC0 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- CCB-350 – Adopt more rigorous / stringent rules for leap seconds 
- Product Metadata Errata? Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases 
and supersede metadata **(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   



- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Next meeting: 2/2/23   
 
# DDWG 
 
## Front-matter/What’s new   
 
There are a lot of people here today.   
 
Voting today. TAs were completed. Hopefully people had a chance to look everything over.   
 
For CCB-359 (Product Ancillary does not allow inclusion of either a Discipline Area or a Mission Area, 
see https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-359)the TA revealed that we don't have to do it. 
Withdrawn.   
 
# SCRs   
 
## CCB-355 - Add Funding Acknowledgement class to Citation Information Class See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355   
 
There were comments in Jira on this.   
~ There is a TA. Some definitions.    
 
Question: Are people comfortable voting on this today? With liens? Want to discuss it?    
Answer: Someone has a question based on the comments in Jira.   
Another Question: Is there any reason this needs to be a class, and not just an attribute?   
Another Question: How would we structure that?   
Answer: Various aspects of attributes of things we plan to track. That's why it's associated with a class.   
~ Separate attributes. To have them searchable.   
~ Might want to search on all program elements.   
~ Someone said they didn't know we could search on all attributes in the registry.   
~ Yes, but not perfect for everything.   
~ Still an example of a use. Not an SCR yet. Needs specification for each attribute in class and to show in 
the parent class that this is optional. Basically, still need to put in all the details.   
~ Thought we did that.   
 
Someone is looking at the Requested Changes. Not sure how this is not an SCR.   
~ The implementer, Steve in the TA, typically implements exactly what's there.   
~ TA did allude to that.   
~ Reporter can fix it.   
 
**Action Item - Steve** will send an example to **Kate** and she will fix the SCR.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-359)
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355


 
If there's an enumerated list, it probably won't be useful outside NASA. ESA is not a funding source in 
Europe. Probably won't use it.   
~ The example of NASA as a funding source was just an example. Could use free text.   
~ Not great for search. Could have program. Could add European funding sources.   
~ Usually each country is funded by their own sources.   
~ Someone thought this is for research projects, not spacecraft data.   
~ Someone else thought of it more broad. Could have it conditionally multiple, to put in everything.   
~ Could be a network of funding for spacecraft. Could be useful for research projects.   
~ Right now, most ESA data is associated with space missions. Just an observation. Not against this.   
 
We should postpone this. 
 
Question: Is under citation information where we want this?   
Answer: For how to cite this.   
Another Question: Yes, but isn't funding for the archive?   
Answer: Never mind.   
~ Someone would use citation information if they were citing the data. Having funding source would be 
good. Having enumerated list would be very helpful, but an enumerated list for NASA isn't helpful if 
something is being archived at JAXA or ESA or somewhere else. Could have enumerated list for funding 
source NASA, JAXA, etc., and sub-funding for programs. Complicated.   
~ Funding source and program element would be useful for search. Civil servants would love this.   
 
Question: Is program element also used outside NASA?   
Answer: Program element is NASA speak, but we could use something similar. Plus, this is optional.   
~ Difficult to put in an enumerated list. Too many and complicated.   
~ And changes annually.   
~ Once the list is too big no one would look and would just add what they want.   
~ So if NASA, then program element and external source can be used as necessary. Can have 
enumerated list for NASA and not have to use it if not NASA.   
~ Makes sense, but not sure we need an enumerated list for search the way Jordan is going anyway. On 
board with free text.   
~ Could use award number and not search on funding source or program element.   
~ Not sure how useful that would be.   
~ We can leave it to the discretion of the SCR authors.   
 
Not hard to make updates to enumerated list. Search works better with it. Tools will need to be more 
structured with out enumerated list.   
~ Regarding the maintenance of an enumerated list - will need some more than others. Typically then 
would put in an LDD.   
~ But if in an LDD it goes in a different part of the label.    
~ Right. Not sure that matters. But if it needs frequent maintenance...   
 
Question: If it's in an LDD can it be called from the citation area?   
Another Question: Like with a reference, maybe?   
~ Someone agrees it should be in the citation area.   
~ Could be internal reference or guess maybe put an any clause to put it in citation. Never done it 
before, but it might work.   



 
Question: How does instrument component work?   
Answer: Only in context products.   
Another Question: Is that something that could have different values? Would use enumerated list if 
consistent, but if well defined could use free text.   
~ Could have how to form values in the DPH, like for CDAP etc.   
~ Can update values if incorrect.   
~ Check in peer review. How to form the values would be in the DPH, not an enumerated list.   
~ Someone is beginning to think this should be in an LDD. The maintenance for an enumerated list 
would be a lot easier.   
 
Question Is anyone signing up to be a dictionary maintainer for this?   
Answer: No. This is just trying to put information together. Award numbers shouldn't be an enumerated 
list, but it's what you would want to search on. This is optional. Would vote for free text and leaving it 
optional.   
~ Reporters should put what they want.   
~ Someone agrees. Let them work on it.   
~ Uncontroversial.   
~ Just need to make it more clear and focused so Steve can cut/paste.   
 
Question: What's wrong with just putting in in a description? Seems like overloading us with attributes is 
getting out of hand.   
Answer: Cutting this off here. We will vote in two weeks.   
Another Question: Homework?   
Answer: Steve will provide an example of the format that can be copied for the SCR. **(Action Items)**   
 
## CCB-354 - Add new permissible values to Header/parsing standard id to support new versions of 
CDF.   
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-354   
 
Someone doesn't understand where the comments led us.   
~ Reporter apologizes for not responding earlier. There was a document posted. Release notes of 
different versions of CDF back to 2.0. Most relevant after 3.4. Changes don't affect data format in a way 
to to not be able to create a valid CDF/A. Other issue was description. There are value meanings that are 
kind of generic. Follow format used for CDF 3.8. Unclear if something more is needed.   
~ Someone has never been enthused about CDF and not a user, so have to trust that this is true.   
~ Someone else is not sure that we need to address this. Definitions seem reasonable.   
~ Reporter is unclear if something else is needed. The main question is if any changes to CDF after 
version 3.4 make it impossible to make valid CDF/A and the answer is no. Can describe the bytes and the 
location of the bytes.   
 
Mostly okay now, but one change was to accommodate INF and NANs. PDS doesn't accept those in the 
SR.   
~ That's a change we should put in the CDF requirement.   
~ That's the essence additional changes we need to add to the SR. Don't want to go through that door.   
~ The back door is open. INF and NANs were allowed in 3.4.   
~ Independent of this. An open issue for 3.4. Shouldn't affect this. What we want to hear is that this 
doesn't re-open a door we already closed. No new doors to close.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-354


~ Reporters understanding is that it has not. Welcomes hearing others review and point out red flags. 
CDF in general allows things we can't allow in PDS4. Key is to restrict them. We've done that with CDF/A. 
Need to add restrictions to NANs and INF to that, but think we can still make PDS4 compliant CDF/A.   
~ If it's documented that we are not opening new gateways, okay with that.   
  
Question: Does anyone know someone more qualified to review this?   
Another Question: Who uses CDF besides PPI?   
Answer: ATMOS is just starting.   
~ Technical issues would be the same regardless of the node.   
~ That's what we need to monitor.   
~ Right. Could be reviewed by anyone with tech expertise.   
~ Someone spent a lot of time on this when it first came up, but it went through. Worried about back 
doors that allow people to put non-compliant stuff in. Will have to pass on this one.   
~ Someone else doesn't see anything in SR about CDF.   
~ CDF contains arrays. CDF/A requirements describe how to make them PDS compliant, like having no 
internal compression.   
 
So for this SCR we should make sure it's not getting worse. Other back doors can be a different 
resolution.   
~ Someone needs to check the list.   
~ Most changes are to tools and libraries and don't affect the format. Some metadata attributes. 
Welcomes someone with more technical knowledge to look at it.   
 
Question: What level of tech expertise?   
Answer: PDS4 expertise.   
Another Question: To Steve - did you look at it?   
Answer from Steve - Yes, but like others, did a lot of work with CDF early on. Understood the issue of 
back doors, but it's going to be beyond him.   
~ CDF/A standard.   
~ PPI wrote the CDF standard for PDS and SPASE to make CDFs that will work in those systems.   
 
Not sure how this moves forward beyond just taking a vote. Can ask Jesse to look. Can defer until next 
time. If we haven't heard anything bad we can vote.   
~ Reporter would be happy to have people look.   
 
Question: Is there a way to verify CDF/A is compliant?   
Answer: Yes. Have tools.   
~ That sounds like the way to know nothing is going through the back door.   
~ Someone likes the idea of having Jesse look at the list. Very concerned because CDF is a black box.   
~ No more than FITs.   
~ Right. There are restrictions on FITs. Have looked at CDF. Spent time learning.   
 
Question: Can reporter add to the Proposed Solution that the intent is not to open any unknown 
doors?   
Another Question: In the proposal, not as a comment?   
Answer: Yes.   
~ Okay. If someone is going to look, (reporter) can mark up his understanding of each item in the 
document.   



~ Mike and Jesse will look at the document.  **(Action Item)** ~ Someone would like reporter to mark 
up the document.   
~ Reporter is happy to do that **(Action Item - Joe)** ~ Yeah, add that to the Jira ticket to clarify 
everyone's understanding.   
**Action Item - Joe** will mark up the document, and **Mike and Jesse** will review it.   
~ Explicit that it all has to be PDS4 compliant.   
 
## CCB-357 - Create Product External 
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357   
 
Name has changed and there have been some clarifications.   
~ Some things were made optional. Items 1 and 2 are good. Text was added to item 3. One question is 
where this goes in the SR. Thinks 9I. If need to flesh out external document more, let reporter know 
what to say. Need to cite the external document properly in the SR.   
 
Question: Whose action is the external document?   
Answer: Lyle will start it. If there are no strong opinions, will put it in section 9I in the SR. Could also be 
2A.6.   
~ Someone agrees with chapter 9. Chapter 2 is recommendations. People think it's requirements, but 
not.    
 
The **Action Item** is on **Lyle** to start work on the external document. Can send the SCR for a TA.   
~ We can vote in 2 weeks.   
 
Question: Is there a brief description somewhere of why we went from annex to external?   
Answer: No.   
~ More generic description of what we are doing. Products that are external to archive, but want to 
include them in the IM.   
 
## CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
325 
 
There will be a presentation for this next time.   
 
Question: Is this for the next build?   
Answer: That's the intention.   
Another Question: For product observational or it's own product where we can watch changing 
technology and which codex are available?   
Answer: Have codex specified for product browse. Given the salt and pepper results it might be 
horrifying. Will be making a presentation next time, but video without compression is basically a no-
show. There's no video in the archive, which makes it sort of lame.   
~ Agrees, but we need to segregate it as a separate product so people don't think compression is 
allowed in the archive.   
 
We want to make this SCR happen, but the SCR isn't complete yet.   
~ Reporter is working on it. Was first concerned with if it would be accepted at all.   
~ Someone agrees this should be a separate product, maybe product encoded.   
~ Reporter is doing testing.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325


~ We have several paths to go down... what product and what format. For documents we require text or 
PDF/A, but you can then add other formats. Could maybe do something like that here.   
~ These are all good ideas. They should be discussed off-line. Need to get things into the ticket so we can 
have a formalized ticket.   
 
**Action Item - Trent** will work on the SCR ticket.   
 
We need to get this through. We have two meetings left. Shouldn't be thinking of new ideas now.   
~ We should count on a third meeting in February. We usually do that. 
  



DDWG Notes 2023-02-02 
--- 
title: DDWG Notes 2023-02-02 
layout: default 
date: 2023-02-02 
--- 
February 2, 2023 
Notes by Debra Kazden   
 
Known Attendees: M. Drum, M. Gordon, E. Guinness, T. Hare, L. Huber, S. Hughes, R. Joyner, D. Kazden, 
T. Lim, J. Mafi, S. McLaughlin, B. Semenov and R. Simpson Known Observers: A. Bailey, D. Kahan, P. 
Lawton, S. Loftin, M. McAuley, E. Schaefer and M. Tiscareno   
 
## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent January 31, from M. Drum, Agenda for February 2, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- Votes! We’re still trying to get votes!   
- New enumerated value issues: CCB-360, 361, 362 
- Approved SCRs by March 2, 2023   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-354 – Add new permissible values to Header/parsing standard id to support new versions of CDF – 
Joe Mafi - Nothing came up in further review 
- CCB-355 – Add Funding Acknowledgement class to Citation Information Class – Myche McAuley - See 
attached documents for new class definitions and example **(Voted to Pass 354, did not vote on 
355)**   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-357 – Create Product External – Lyle Huber - Which SR section? Need external document 
- CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational – Trent Hare - Presentation Today 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh - Further discussion on Instrument 
Host option 
- CCB-360 – Add ‘Electrons’ value to Units of Misc – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-361 – Add a permissible value for microradians to Units of Angle – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-362 – Add a permissible value of nm/mm to Units of Misc – Anne Raugh 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim - We know that we 
need to at least support CC0 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 



- CCB-350 – Adopt more rigorous / stringent rules for leap seconds 
- Product Metadata Errata? Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases 
and supersede metadata **(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Next meeting: Special session 2/9/23 
Regular session 2/16/23   
 
#DDWG   
 
## Front Matter   
 
We've got a few different votes from last time. CCBs 354 and 355. Hopefully people had time to look 
them over. 355 has had some clean up.  
 
There are three new issues. They are in Tier 1 because they are enumerated value additions. Hopefully 
uncontroversial.   
 
# Ready for a Vote   
 
## CCB-354 - Add new permissible values to Header/parsing_standard_id to support new versions of 
CDF See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-354   
 
The action from last time was to make sure there's another stamp of approval on the changes and not a 
number and +/- infinity.   
~ There's a CDF/A document which discusses the requirements for making a CDF that is compliant with 
PDS4 requirements. Need to add a note that NAN and INF are not allowed. Separate document. Not part 
of the SR. Needs to be specified in external document.   
~ That will go along with it when this gets published in a few months.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-354 
ATMOS - Yes 
EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Yes 
NAIF - Yes 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - Yes 
SBN - Yes**   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-354


 
## CCB-355 - Add Funding Acknowledgement class to Citation Information Class See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355   
 
Requested changes were made in attached documents. A bit confusing because the requested changes 
reflect the original requested changes. Would like the description to reflect the latest version. There is 
tracking in jira.   
~ Will take that out now.   
~ Someone has lots of comments. Finds it very confusing. The SCR puts funding acknowledgement class 
under the citation class, than award information class that does nothing. Should just repeat funding 
acknowledgement class. Another thing is that it would be easier to follow if all attributes started with 
funding acknowledgement and were specific for this class. Also, award number is alpha-numeric string, 
should be funding award, rather than award number. Funding acknowledgement text for the definition 
is flat out wrong. Willing to work on this. It needs clean up before we vote in two weeks.   
~ Reporter said fine. Thought we had it, but spending more time cleaning this up is fine. Award 
information was a way to have multiples, but if there's another way to do it, that's fine.   
~ Also, under citation information, but no information on what needs to happen there to accommodate 
that class.   
~ Yes. Someone understands what's being proposed.   
 
Question: If funding acknowledgement only occurs once, okay, but if more than once what's the 
problem?   
Answer: Think it would be okay. Just collapsing it. Want to make sure all bases covered.   
~ Useless layer of class built in that we can get rid of.   
~ Makes sense.   
~ Another Question: An example has funding acknowledgement class with  multiple instances of award 
information. Nice and clear. Are you saying award information class should be in the funding 
acknowledgement class? Makes it a different thing from citation information.   
Answer: Citation information is how you cite this data. It's how to refer to the bundle or collection. 
Having multiple funding acknowledgements in that. Should have it plural.   
Another Question: Just remove award information class?   
Answer: Yes.   
 
Someone can go either way.   
~ Okay with someone else too. Another issue is that we didn't add citation class as parent class for this. 
Need to make implementation exactly clean.   
~ A cookbook with all the what-ifs, so that what is passed to the CCB is very clean and then the CCB can 
just say Do It.   
 
**Action Item - Dick** will work with **Mike and Kate**. Likes this idea, but the SCR is still very 
confusing.   
~ A last suggestion is that we shouldn't try to put the year in. We've got alpha-numeric award string. 
Some awards are for multiple years. As long as we have the award identifier it should be enough.   
~ Award year is when granted. Useful information.   
~ Someone is not sure they agree.   
~ Reporters will discuss this.   
~ It might not apply to every grant. Could be optional.   
~ Could loosen up acknowledgement text, require text from the funding agency. Should be optional.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355


~ Proposal funding year could be selection year.   
 
Question: Is that important?   
Answer: It could be important. Track that sometimes.   
 
We will move on. Will check back on this. Had to schedule a tentative special session next week. Seems 
like we need it. Can take two weeks on this or try for next week.   
~ A first cut can be done today.   
~ We can try for next week.   
~ We will need to know it's ready ahead of time.   
~ We want to get as much done as soon as possible.   
 
# Tier 1   
 
## CCB-357 - Create Product External 
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357   
 
An external document was provided.   
~ The document was drafted and got comments from people. Need a TA and to finish the fine details so 
we can have a vote.   
~ We can schedule a vote for next time.  
 
Question: Did we decide which SR section?   
Answer: Yes. It's in Jira. Third item of description.   
~ Great. We will request a TA.   
 
Question: Is everyone okay to meet next week?   
Answer: (Silence) 
~ We will schedule a vote for next week.   
 
## CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
325   
 
Video presentation from Trent today. (see the video in jira)   
 
Still slow on moving this ticket forward. Unclear if it should be product observational or product video. 
Concerned about having too many product things. Video product is allowed as document already. Had 
to guess about frames per second.  
 
Quality discussion slide - uncompressed video exists, but not real useful in the real world.   
~ The compromise is to make sure it's available in product native and allow compression for video with 
well known methods and recommend best practices for compression quality. Lossless, but very 
constrained.   
~ Went through to show errors based on single frame. Shows color options too. Did a bunch of tests - 
reporting on a handful.   
~ CRF of 25 is horrifying. A 25 compression is not recommended or on the verge of not recommended.   
~ CRF 20 also is not recommended.   
~ CRF 16 is recommended for documents. Pixels changing. Can see the most differences. Trending 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325


towards this for science products. Still changing. Going from one form to another. Made several 
examples. (See the video) ~ Also compared size versus RMSE for the tiny little video of about 360 
frames. Actually, get lesser size for lossless compression. Shown in the slides. Size is reasonable related 
to original frames. Most video at 1080P level. Very small, but when increasing time or resolution jumps 
up. So, instead of recommending the document quality want to do it at compression quality of 10 to 12. 
Still scary. 
 
Question: Are we good with this? Should we move forward?   
Answer: No choice. We need to move forward. Thinking about wording already. Could say maximum 
CRF is 10 to 12 range, but providers should consider lower if practical. Expect better CRF in a few years.   
~ As technology improves we will need to move forward with different compression, which will require 
changes to what's recommended. Reason we're going with such old compression is popularity and it will 
be around.   
 
Good presentation. Regarding product observational versus product video, we have invested a lot of 
time in product observational. Might be better off using that because of the legacy stuff. Product video 
would have a lot of duplication. Putting it in product observation is probably a better way to go.   
~ Someone agrees. It conflates the IM.   
~ The case for the other choice is so people don't try to archive other things - like an Excel spreadsheet - 
in product observational. Worried about tagging these with product observational and having to migrate 
software every decade. Making product video is a big red flag to remind us we need to migrate software 
every ten years.   
~ Can't currently do encoded byte stream. Leaning towards keeping it out of product observational. 
Could use product video only if there's a video or audio component.   
~ File area. A lot in product observational could be problematic. Could do file area compressed to give it 
it's own special grouping, but it could still be product observational.   
~ Worth considering.   
~ Audio will be problematic too. Maybe we want product encoded, but opening Pandora's Box.   
~ Product observational encoded. Yes, it's opening Pandora's Box. We need to keep it under control.   
~ If we call it encoded DPs might try to use it for Excel spreadsheets. If we call it audio video it points out 
it's not generic.   
 
The short answer is yes, keep moving forward with this.   
~ Reporter should pick what they think solves the most problems and move forward. We can fix in 
future if necessary.   
~ Had a lot of information about codec, compression, etc. Not sure why not just keep it in original 
format it was downloaded in. More concerned about needing to migrate software every ten years.   
~ That's why picking a conservative option. To try not to have to translate it every ten years.   
~ Okay. More concerned about the repeat migration then the compression.   
~ Would run into the same issues as JPEG2000.   
~ Someone had similar concerns about this and if original compression stays in product native.   
~ It will be more highly compressed coming down. Trying to set quality.   
~ Better to accept what's coming down if it's not worse than what we're using. Seems like we're creating 
an artificial threshold.   
~ If already using a well known codec allow as-is. Makes sense.   
~ That's what someone else was trying to say too. Might be creating unnecessary work.   
~ Can recommend specific compressors ahead of time too. Long wish. Will update the ticket.   
~ Also consider file area audio video.   



 
Regarding capturing the original formats in product native - just want to remind you that getting the MC 
to approve the additions is a gruelling process.   
~ Had forgotten that.   
 
We will check on this again next week.   
 
_________ 
 
Three new SCRs have been added:   
 
**CCB-360 - Add new permissible value to Units of Misc** See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-360   
 
**CCB-361 - Add a permissible value for microradians to Units of Angle** See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-361   
 
**CCB-362 - Add a permissible value of nm/mm to Units of Misc** See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-362   
 
If anyone has expertise in this area please make comments in Jira so we can move forward.   
 
Question: Has anyone looked at these yet?   
Answer: Someone looked. They are fine. Enumerated values.   
~ For CCB-360, yes, we should have electrons.   
~ Someone is a bit puzzled because we usually allow pre-fixes. Will have to read the SCRs.   
 
## CCB-358 - Need a Context object for Instrument Packages See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358   
 
Question: What is the status of this one? The conversation on Jira seems unresolved.   
Answer: Yes. Confusing. Made a counter proposal. Need to hear from Anne on the alternative. Ideas are 
in the comments.   
 
**Action Item - Pat** will try to discuss this with Anne.   
 
Question: Is this possible for the next build?   
Answer: All urgent, but unable to make a promise at this time.   
 
We will meet again next week on February 9.   
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February 9, 2023 
Notes by Debra Kazden   
 
Known Attendees: M. Drum, M. Gordon, E. Guinness, T. Hare, L. Huber, S. Hughes, R. Joyner, D. Kazden, 
J. Mafi, B. Semenov and R. Simpson Known Observers: A. Bailey, M. Bentley (For T. Lim), M. K. Crombie, 
P. Lawton, M. McAuley, E. Schaefer and M. Tiscareno   
 
## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent February 7, from M. Drum, Agenda for February 9, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- Votes! We’re still trying to get votes!   
- Approved SCRs by March 2, 2023 
**()**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-355 – Add Funding Acknowledgement class to Citation Information Class – Myche McAuley - 
Requested Changes being clarified 
- CCB-357 – Create Product External – Lyle Huber - TA will be completed before meeting **(Votes to 
pass both, 357 with liens)**   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational – Trent Hare 
- CCB-360 – Add ‘Electrons’ value to Units of Misc – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-361 – Add a permissible value for microradians to Units of Angle – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-362 – Add a permissible value of nm/mm to Units of Misc – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh - Awaiting feedback from author 
**(Discussed 325)**   
 
Tier 2 issues   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim - We know that we 
need to at least support CC0 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- CCB-350 – Adopt more rigorous / stringent rules for leap seconds 
- Product Metadata Errata?   
- Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 



**(No Discussion)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   
**(No Discussion)**    
 
Next meeting: 2/16/23 
 
#DDWG   
 
## Front Matter 
 
There's been a lot of activity in the last few days on product external. We will need to have a discussion 
before we are ready to vote.   
 
Believe we are in a good place with 355.   
 
# Ready for Vote   
 
## CCB-355 - Add Funding Acknowledgement class to Citation Information Class See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355   
 
Some changes were made to make it clear what we are voting on. Hopefully, no one has any issues.   
~ Someone made some changes about five minutes ago.   
~ Someone else believes the issues were things decided to be left in the hands of the proposers.   
~ We discussed taking out the extra layer of class. Don't remember discussing in identification area or 
citation area.   
~ Originally it was under citation information, to be parallel with peer review publications. Okay with 
identification area if that's better.   
~ Someone thinks citation area is how you cite this when you use it. Funding is separate from how 
others would cite it, but not a sword to die on. Sees this as serving a different purpose.   
~ We can revisit this in the future when we look at citation area broadly. There's already a ticket to re-
factor into more providence metadata.   
~ Someone agrees.   
~ Someone else says we should vote.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-355 
ATMOS - Abstain 
EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Yes 
NAIF - Yes 
PPI - Yes 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-355
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RMS - Yes 
RS - Yes 
SBN - Yes**   
 
## CCB-357 - Create Product External 
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357   
 
Want to discuss where we are at and if anyone has issues with moving forward with the vote.   
~ When this was first put in it had some comments on LID construction and people said external to 
archive so we couldn't include that. Now back to that.   
~ Someone thinks we should exclude LIDs that are external to the archive.   
~ Reporter was asked to consult Jordan regarding resolving institutions, but there isn't such a beast. 
Hopefully things will go to registries, but that's the best we can do. Agree we should forbid part, but it's 
not a show-stopper.   
~ URNs used to be very popular. The prefixes make them unique. Nasa:pds:and... should be pretty safe.   
 
Question: Do these forbidding statements go in the SR or the external document?   
Answer: Maybe needs to be in both. SR might not be a reference for users of external.   
~ Validate recognizes JAXA, ESA, etc., so confused.   
~ Yes, so we exclude what's in the namespace registry.   
~ Could be urn:ext and then go on, as long as it's specifically flagged it's safer. Think we can restrict by 
saying it's outside PDS but in the ecosystem, so controlling the beginning of the URN would be the way 
to go.   
~ There are a lot of schematron rules to consider. Could be set up to require something specific for 
external.   
~ Someone is troubled by that. Not sure the system of LIDs is used outside the PDS IM universe.   
~ URNs are, but not as popular as they were 20 years ago. LIDVID comes from the EB XML standard.   
 
Question: Do our LIDs need to be unique with stuff outside PDS? can that cause a problem for us?   
Answer: It could.   
~ So, if creating data sets on Zenodo or whatever might not want the LID to be branded non-PDS.   
~ Someone agrees. Thinks starting with URN ext is too high. Could start with agency. Urn:nasa should be 
at the beginning of annex products. Maybe urn:nasa:pds-ama for ATMOS model annex, but a level too 
high for external.   
Another Question: Black list versus white list, could it be hard wired to see a list that is legal for 
references?   
Answer: We don't control that at the SR level.   
~ We need to think about that.   
~ Someone likes urn:esa and then what we need to distinguish the repository.   
~ So we are down to having a black list in the SR for things to be used by non-archival products.   
~ Reporter will add text to the external document and the SR.   
~ Format should be the same number of colons.   
~ Someone suggests we refer to the namespace registry to avoid duplications.   
 
**Action Item - Steve** will send text on finding that to **Lyle**.   
~ So, that's a lien.   
 
There's another lien - text was just sent for a definition. We can vote with liens or wait.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357


 
Question: Someone has one more comment to discuss. If someone has an archive bundle, can't have an 
external product as a primary product in that, right? What about secondary? Think no, it has to be 
archival, but don't think it says that.   
Answer: Another person agrees. Secondary has to be a primary member of some other primary bundle.   
Another Question: What about external collections in a bundle?   
Answer: The intent is that these are outside - not to be mixed.   
~ The associations between them are made by membership.   
Another Question: Do we need a level of validation built in to make sure LIDs start with the 
recommended prefixes?   
Answer: Think it already does that.   
~ We need to check with Jordan.   
~ There are schematron rules to check LIDs.   
~ Not sure if they check in the inventory.   
 
Need to make sure we have addressed all the questions.   
~ Someone has a question about who would manage this and the required changes.   
~ Hopefully there are not a lot of required changes here. Could be handled by an LDD.   
 
To poke back on the whole thing about having EN support DOIs for product external. Seems reasonable. 
Funded by NASA. EN should be able to provide DOIs for product external. There is precedence because 
they are getting DOIs for PSI. Want people comfortable with DOIs from PDS EN.   
~ That's an MC level discussion. It's a funding issue, not necessarily something we can decide.   
~ True. Outside SCR and DDWG, but external to PDS, and part of the ecosystem and not sure who else 
would give us a DOI.   
~ DOIs are the responsibility of the repository holding the data, so with annex and PDS hats, if we want 
to ask EN to get a DOI while wearing our annex hat, fine, but outside archive, so should be on a case by 
case basis.   
 
Question: Does ATMOS have separate money for their annex?   
Answer: Over-guide.   
~ So, it is PDS money.   
~ Weird fit for under PDS, but it is funded that way.   
~ USGS is different.   
 
Question: What level of support do we expect for these? Validate structure? How are we going to do 
that? Still some holes in the description. Also, after reading the external document, worried it's wide 
open for abuse by people who don't want to do the archive work.   
Answer: Send comments for the external document.   
~ A lot of work.   
~ Concerned about it saying the format is not PDS4 compliant.   
~ That's why we are doing this.   
~ So if someone is required to archive, but they don't want to use a compliant format they can shove it 
in here. Concerning that there are people who won't want to do the work.   
~ There's a line that the use of this product is at the discretion of the curating node or organization.   
~ It will work. If someone tries to give NAIF something external, they won't archive it.   
 
Another item says it can be superseded, models, simulations, etc. Could get a lot of things, like 



compressed data.   
~ You are ignoring the paragraph that lists products not suitable for inclusion.   
~ The point is there will be some DPs who will try to do that. Have to make sure there is enough in the 
requirement to say no, you can't do this.   
~ Reporter needs wording for what needs to be said.   
~ Regarding support for this, this really does come down to funding agencies discretion. If a person is 
funded by NASA and are supposed to archive, and they turn in product external, it's not our job to say it 
should be in PDS. Think we need to kind of let it be.   
~ As far as validation goes, would like it to handle these products. Not a huge imposition. A few new 
classes.   
Question: What about users being able to read the files?   
Answer: That's encoding standard ID, and it's in there. External, so we say what the encoding standard 
is.   
~ This is so PDS search returns products from the annex. We can say we just provide a service to find it 
and contact the annex if having trouble reading it. That should be the default. We are just providing the 
ability to find the products.   
~ This group has enough expertise to say if a format is crazy. Hopefully we won't allow crazytown 
formats. We have in the past, like ISIS.   
 
Moving on.   
 
We have a couple liens, but prefer to vote, unless anyone is strongly opposed, so we can move on to 
video.   
~ It depends on what's being sent to tighten up the wording in the external document.   
~ This is a big black box. Have other things to do.   
~ We could vote with liens if people are comfortable.   
~ Someone is comfortable. If going to implement this we need to know what to implement. Sounds like 
most issues are in the documents.   
~ Someone else agrees.  
 
Question: Does anyone think their vote would change over wording in the documents?   
Answer: (Silence)   
 
**The Vote for CCB-357 with 2 liens 
ATMOS- Yes 
EN - No 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Yes 
NAIF - Abstain 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - No 
SBN - Yes**   
 
That's a majority.   
 
Question: The liens have to be resolved before this goes to the CCB, right?   
Answer: They would flag it and send it back to us.   



~ Reporter can make changes to the document and the SR and then send it to people to review to make 
sure the liens are resolved.   
 
The liens are the definition of file URL and black list of URNs they can't use.   
~ Someone will try to send some words.   
~ Black list words will come from Steve so point to the namespace registry. Then Mike has to be satisfied 
that the liens are resolved. Can comment in Jira and send it to the CCB.   
 
# Tier 1   
 
## CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
325   
 
Question: Any updates?   
Answer: Reporter is working in the background. Moving forward with product observational.   
Question: That is what we all decided, right? That's the last bit to clarify before tightening it up. Also 
want to get the white paper with recommendations out.   
Answer: Proposed Solution needs a solution.   
~ Going forward with product observational.   
Another Question: File area audio video?   
Answer: Yes.   
~ Someone likes that.   
~ Reporter will move forward with that.   
 
Someone hopes we will have one more discussion on this with something specific to throw rocks at and 
then vote.   
~ We could evote.   
 
Question: Other comments?   
Answer: No.   
 
__________ 
The three enumerated value SCRs will be queued up for a vote next week. If there are any issues people 
should make sure to comment.   
 
Question: Any chance of getting to CCB-350 next week? Not much is new. EN doesn't seem interested in 
doing much work on it.   
Answer: It will be added for next week.   
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DDWG Notes 2023-02-16 
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February 16, 2023 
Notes by Debra Kazden   
 
Known Attendees: M. Drum, E. Guinness, T. Hare, L. Huber, S. Hughes, R. Joyner, D. Kazden, J. Mafi, B. 
Semenov and R. Simpson Known Observers: A. Bailey, D. Kahan, P. Lawton, S. Loftin, M. McAuley and M. 
Tiscareno   
 
## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent February 14, from M. Drum, Agenda for February 16, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- Liens resolved on CCB-357 Product External, sent to CCB 
- Approved SCRs by March 2, 2023 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-360 – Add ‘Electrons’ value to Units of Misc – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-361 – Add a permissible value for microradians to Units of Angle – Anne Raugh 
- CCB-362 – Add a permissible value of nm/mm to Units of Misc – Anne Raugh **(Voted to pass all 3)**   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational – Trent Hare 
- CCB-350 – Adopt more rigorous / stringent rules for leap seconds - Ready for final discussion before 
vote 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh - Awaiting feedback from author 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim - We know that we 
need to at least support CC0 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- Product Metadata Errata?   
- Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   



- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324  – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   
**(Not Discussed)**    
 
Next meeting: 2/23/23   
 
# DDWG   
 
## Front Matter   
 
We have three votes on enumerated values today, but they are not set up as enumerated type issues in 
jira. Hopefully the TA filled in the gaps. Unclear if Anne knows about the enumerated value tab that 
constrains what needs to go in there.   
~ Pat will let her know about it. Pat also didn't know.   
~ Units instead of regular attributes.   
 
Waiting on CCB approval for CCB-357 (Create Product External, see https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-357).   
 
Question: Can we change the URN example?   
Answer: Already done.   
 
# Ready for Vote   
 
## CCB-360 – Add new permissible value to Units of Misc See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
360 
 
Comments were added. Says electrons and electron. Think we want to say electrons.   
~Person who did the TA believes the request was missing the Requested Changes. They wrote it. Said to 
blame them for electron/electrons.   
~ No blame. Just want to be clear.   
 
It should be electrons.   
~ Yes, in other cases we use plural. Frames per second, pixels per... Could take a strawman on electrons 
versus electron.   
~ Should be electron because already an electron per diam.   
~ Yes.   
 
Question: A definition or a unit?   
Answer: An existing unit.   
Another Question: Is it a non-backwards compatible change to fix it?   
Answer: No, just a mixed bag. Needs to hear the rational for electrons over electron.   
~ In other places we use plural.   
 
**Strawman Pre-Vote - In favor of electronS in Requested Changes ATMOS - Yes EN - No GEO - Yes IMG - 
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No IPDA - Not Here NAIF - Abstain PPI - Yes RMS - Yes RS - Yes SBN - Abstain**   
 
Five yes votes, two no. Will change to electrons.   
 
Question: Is it creating a huge amount of work?   
Answer: No. No change to the technical side of the IM.   
~ Someone was trying to go with precedence. Okay either way.   
~ Original request was electrons.   
~ Not sure Anne really cares.   
~ Almost all units are singular. The exception is plural.   
~ We're not consistent.   
~ And this is more of a count, so okay with plural.   
~ Group facet one says electrons.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-360 - electrons 
ATMOS - Yes 
EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Not Here 
NAIF - Yes 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - Abstain 
SBN - Yes**   
 
## CCB-361 – Add a permissible value for microradians to Units of Angle See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-361   
 
This has the same issue. Would rather this be singular. A real unit, not a count.   
~ It is. Just the title is plural.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-361 
ATMOS - Yes 
EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Not Here 
NAIF - Yes 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - Yes 
SBN - Yes**   
 
## CCB-362 – Add a permissible value of nm/mm to Units of Misc    
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-362 
 
The specific unit identifier for units of miscellaneous has values that can't easily be converted, so 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-361
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basically a dumping ground. Could get rid of specific unit ID and remove the conflict, but then couldn't 
specify minimum and maximum. Not sure I understand how this is supposed to work. Think the ship has 
sailed. Could fix it with more subclasses. Unclear how onerous that would be.   
~ Someone agrees. Think we could tackle separately. If someone wants to propose that.   
~ Someone else agrees, but on the path to becoming not very useful. No time to put in on it. Will vote 
abstain.   
~ Yes. Getting bigger.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-362 
ATMOS - Yes 
EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Not Here 
NAIF - Abstain 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - Abstain 
SBN - Yes**   
 
Question: Back to CCB-360 - who has the responsibility to change the Requested Changes?   
Answer: Someone just did it.   
~ Good.   
 
# Tier 1 issues   
 
## CCB-350 - Adopt more rigorous/stringent rules for date/time strings See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-350   
 
A new set of patterns that catch leap seconds was presented, except it can't catch leap years. Think this 
is still superior to what is in the system. The question is if there is a longer set of patterns if it will slow 
down validation. EN is most concerned about accuracy.   
~ Testing has been done. Needs to be prototyped. A good step forward. Might slow things down a wee 
bit. Can discuss and vote soon.   
 
Question: Any comments?   
Answer: For implementation, glad testing is done. When make changes it will go into issue testing. Also, 
should be cut/paste for the actual changes.   
~ Reporter will make sure the exact patterns are there.   
~ That's the most complex changes for the entire model.   
 
**Action Item - Dick** will make sure the exact patterns are in the Requested Changes.   
 
Question: Performance concerns?   
Another Question: The new formation rules would work with how we do date times now?   
Answer: No change in how you put date time strings together. Better validation. Illegal values will now 
be caught rather than passes through.   
 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-350
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We will vote next meeting. Probably next week.   
 
## CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
325   
 
Doesn't look like the final Requested Changes and examples are there yet.   
~ Still Alpha. Proposal would create new class encoded video audio... add encoded video audio under file 
area. It will change product observational to have encoded audio and video. Want to make sure we are 
not shooting this down.   
~ Sounds like you want it shot down.   
~ There are other ways to go. Listed in jira, but want this to be a primary science product.   
~ Ancillary is not for primary science. More ready to adapt product observational.   
~ Same if add at same level as product observational, but would be it's own new thing. Guess coming at 
this questioning what are the consequences of not putting this under file observational.   
~ The purpose of ancillary is to support. It's a second class citizen to support the primary. Ancillary is not 
the place for it.   
~ Someone agrees. Would cause problems for search.   
~ That is a concern.  
 
Question: Was the proposal done correctly? Number 3 in the list of proposed solutions goes down the 
path under encoded byte stream, but you don't get everything. If use encoded byte stream and image 
you don't get everything, but mix and match levels. Thinks the solution and model are correct. Need to 
test.   
Answer: Subclass of encoded byte stream can be described in implementation.   
~ If we allow it it allows a lot of things in there.   
~ We already allow encoded header.   
~ Yeah, but that's more of a throw away.   
~ So this is the first encoded data object under product observational. Makes sense.   
~ Makes sense. Can explicitly dis-allow things that aren't video or audio.   
~ Not what we said last week. Product observational in file area audio video.   
~ Reporter tried to go down that road. Number 2 in comments. Wasn't sure of the point of it. Same 
level. Went down the road to try to go full in and see what you all think.   
~ If we do the same level, add file area encoded, should prefix with observational, but then should put 
under file area observational.   
 
One point in favor of grouping in a dedicated class is that it is good for future archive when we need to 
migrate to a newer standard.   
~ Good point. Could set a flag to check, but other things will need to be checked too.   
~ Just trading semantics. The issue is do we want these separated out to flag that they need 
maintenance.   
~ Someone doesn't understand. Thought we wouldn't have to migrate the archive in the future.   
~ This is the safety boat. To revisit things that might need updating.   
~ Not just worried about this as a flag, worried about the message to DPs.    
 
Reporter also looked at file area supplemental.   
~ Different use.   
 
Question: Should we do a strawman poll between options 1 and 2? Fully under product observational 
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versus, option 2, file area audio video something that we all like, encoded audio video. Would that be 
helpful to move this forward?   
Answer: Someone thinks so.   
~ For option 2, strongly recommends observational in the class name.   
~ Someone agrees. Can have supporting documents. Really focusing on products that are observational, 
so need observational in the class.   
~ We will have strict control of what's allowed in.   
~ Yes. Two small file formats.   
 
Question: All three options. We'll go around. Say preference between the three options.   
Another Question: Any reason audio/video before observational?   
Answer: Product observational fine.   
~ Same pattern as supplemental.   
~ Right. Comments will be edited (in real time).   
~ Someone is beginning to be sold on it.   
 
Question: for Steve: Impact to the IM? Will the new class mess things up?   
Answer: Good question, but don't think we are searching in file area for much. But there will be some 
impact.   
~ Editing in real time.   
 
Let's go around the room. 1, 2 or 3.   
~ This is very helpful.   
~ People can rank their choices.   
 
**Strawman rankings 
ATMOS - 1, 3, 2 
EN - 1 
GEO - 2 
IMG - Abstain 
IPDA - Not Here 
NAIF - Abstain 
PPI - 1, 2, X 
RMS - 2, 3 no X 
RS - Abstain 
SBN - 2, 1, X**  (see jira - this changed over the course of the conversation)   
 
A very strong maybe.   
 
Question: Thought we were leaning towards 3, so what is going on?   
Answer: Thought it was 1 and 2. Absolutely against 3. If observational then observational. We can put in 
all the necessary hooks. Understands the issue of allowing encoded.   
~ Someone agrees. Not sure what the objections are to 1.   
~ Pandora's Box.   
~ No.   
~ Not enough of a signal to archive maintainers or users that it will need changes in the future.   
~ If we want to make the point that this is different, eventually we'll have lots of flags. Should just put in 
object orientated model.   



~ Regarding going back every ten years, think we absolutely have to look at everything. We have 
documents in Postscript that we have to migrate. Just a fact of life of trying to maintain an archive in the 
real world.   
~ If people were always rational, fine, but we don't live in that world. Three is the safest option. Can 
make it less clunky.   
 
GEO - Now leaning 1, 2, but if 1, would also use 2 underneath it.   
~ We could.   
~ Geo - Likes 2.   
~ ATMOS - Amend to 1 XX.   
~ You're killing me.   
 
Not sure where we go from here. Need as close to a consensus next week as possible if any chance of 
getting this in.   
~ Yes. Looks like it's going as written now.   
~ We need to take the strawman and see if there's any feedback from Jordan. **(Action Item - Steve)** 
~ **Trent** will join the conversation with Jordan too. Feeling the pressure. Artemis will have a lot of 
video.   
This won't be easy to finish in a week. A lot of documents.   
~ SR needs work in section 4.   
~ There's time for that.   
~ Yes, but it needs to be in the SR.   
~ It's unclear who does the document updates now.   
~ The date for the document updates is further out.   
~ A month. If we can find out what needs to be done.   
~ Unclear how we get a policy vote. Plan is to go forward as it reads now. Will vote on it sort of as is.   
~ Policy vote path is that we vote, send to the CCB, then it's ready for the next build and at the March 
MC it can be presented to the managers.   
 
Reporter will try to get more samples.  **(Action Item - Trent**)   
 
So, assuming it's ready, we will vote next week.   
~ Reporter thanks everyone for the help. Hard to wrap head around all the issues.    
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## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent February 22, from M. Drum, Agenda for February 23, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- Liens resolved on CCB-357 Product External, sent to CCB 
- Approved SCRs by March 2, 2023 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational – Trent Hare - Straw Poll 
- CCB-350 – Adopt more rigorous / stringent rules for leap seconds **(Voted to Pass 350)**   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh - Discuss original proposal if there’s 
time 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues 
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum 
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim - We know that we 
need to at least support CC0 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- Product Metadata Errata?   
Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 



- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Next meeting: 3/2/23 
 
# DDWG   
 
## Front Matter   
 
We need to discuss things before we get to the votes today.   
 
The CCB passed all five issues. The votes were almost all unanimous. There was one no vote for product 
external and one abstain on an enumerated value one.   
 
# Ready for Vote   
 
## CCB-325 - Support for video and audio as product observational See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325   
 
There have been a number of changes in the Proposed Solution and attached documents.   
~ There was a lot of good feedback from everyone. Going to have the vote include audio. The goal is 
audio and video under product observational, not encoded byte stream. The idea is that audio and video 
go hand in hand. Audio has lossless, so pulls it into another category, but comments said to just do it. 
Tried to write up a next-gen policy statement, but was asked to update the old one. Will have the MC 
vote on it if this passes. Will still have the white paper. Took a first stab at SR, Concepts and other 
documents where things need to be updated. Hard part is stating that video is allowed and having a 
recommendation. Including a best practice has been confusing.   
 
Question: Any outstanding issues or liens?   
Answer: Someone went back through the supporting documents and would rather not vote today. Need 
to be careful about restrictions. Would rather wait another week or have a special meeting. Would 
rather go slower and feel better about accuracy. This has to go to the MC anyway.   
~ This can go through the MC later. They can stop the implementation. The deadline is next week. We 
want it voted on so the CCB can take a pass, but agrees we aren't ready to evaluate all the liens today.   
~ Right.   
 
Question: Are we trying to get our ducks in a row regarding the documentation?   
Answer: Yes, and to make sure we are not crossing wires on audio and video since we are going to have 
both. Need to clean up the SCR so it's clear what is intended.   
 
Question: Is there any confusion in the SCR?   
Answer: Based on the discussion last week and during the week, the implementation is straight forward, 
but there are policy issues. Okay with implementation based on the agreements so far.   
Another Question: Says we are going to use H.264, but have we agreed on how we are going to decide 
on other standards? Are we going to re-encode things to H.264?   
Answer: That's the intention.   
~ Someone thinks that's okay. It talks a bit about stuff coming down from spacecraft - can use product 
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native, and then have the H.264 product too. Can get the weird spacecraft formats into H.264.   
~ If the spacecraft is using a weird format we can tell them to use H.264 and maybe they will. Did change 
attribute values so it's easy to update if we move to H.265 or something. Lots of changes in the last two 
weeks.   
 
We can evote early next week if we have a list of liens and changes we are all okay with.   
~ There's a lot to read, but willing to help get this ready for Thursday.   
~ **Action Item - Mike** will let the CCB know this is coming in tight.   
~ We have a meeting next Thursday.   
~ The question is if that meets the deadline.   
~ It's hard to spend quality time on something that can be voted down.   
 
Question: It sounds like we all agree and just want to get it all in order. Can we vote and send it to the 
CCB with a note that we'll get the documentation done?   
Answer: There are issues. Would like to see encoding standard definitions cleaned up. Can't leave it to 
someone else.   
~ So, that's a second lien.   
~ Someone agrees, we need two encoding standard options.   
~ Yes.   
~ The standards need to be specific. And there are other issues to clean up too.   
 
Given how much documentation there is, giving the time to read it and come up with liens, we can call 
for an evote or vote next Thursday and beg the managers to let this through.   
~ We can warn the CCB so they can look at this and maybe offer suggestions before we vote.   
~ A soft submit to them.   
 
Question: Other discussion on this today?   
Answer: If questions of substance, like definition for encoding standard ID, people can email for straw 
votes as issues are found.   
~ Sounds like a plan.   
 
## CCB-350 - Adopt more rigorous/stringent rules for date/time strings.   
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-350   
 
Not sure if this got a TA, but it has been around awhile. Mostly an internal thing.   
~ Someone considered it as a bug fix, but some standard issues. Can wait to vote next week and get a 
TA.   
~ Its fine to wait until next week, but we are pushing two SCRs to the deadline. Will need to talk to 
Jordan about the release deadline.   
~ Mike can start that thread.   
 
This isn't critical for the next build.   
~ We will discuss it next time.   
 
Question: Is the only issue that there is no TA?   
Answer: Nebulous.   
~ Someone thought it was a bug fix that has had a lot of testing. We could just put a lien in to paste the 
patterns in.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-350


~ The patterns have changed a lot, but it is swapping one for another.   
~ We can vote with a lien and do the TA.   
~ Someone says they are ready to vote.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-350 
ATMOS - Yes 
EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Yes 
NAIF - Yes 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - Yes 
SBN - Yes**   
 
A final comment and question: Will need the test to run. Is everything attached?   
Answer: Think it's all in the ticket, but let reporters know if test cases are needed.   
 
# Tier 1   
 
## CCB-358 - Need a Context object for Instrument Packages See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358   
 
People have been discussing this and think it should move forward as originally proposed. The issues 
have been pointed out. (Note taker missed something here) The observing system component 
references a context object by LID. In a different class. That has several different types, none of which 
are just host. Calling it a spacecraft is probably inaccurate, so we should re-visit this. If that makes 
sense.   
~ Sort of. Will wait to see it in writing.   
 
Question: To the last question in Jira - did you say no?   
Answer: Right. Said to call it instrument host instead of instrument package. This is why I don't think 
that's possible.   
~ Someone is unclear on why we can't do what APSS did with aliases for the multiple identifiers in there. 
The LID is for a single item. Can use different things to search for it and find it.   
~ Someone else is putting up the context object to see why the alias list was special somehow.   
~ Can see APSS Twins has a couple identifiers in there, so search gets it.   
~ Discoverable in search. The question is if we want to add the structures for a package of instruments.   
~ Don't think this precludes that.   
 
Question: What if just APSS, not APSS Twins?   
Answer: If that's desired.   
~ More of a design decision. A number of SBN folks would like it to happen, but if there are 
disagreements about implementation we can... (Interrupted)   
 
Question: Say again, what's the problem with instrument host?   
Answer: An instrument host can be a member of instrument host in theory, not type. Actual 
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implementation is a type of host in label. Looking at a label, observing system component describes 
host. Reference to instrument host. So go to that context product to learn more about it. Arrive at the 
document that says it's an imager. We need to be able to have a value. Current values don't have 
instrument host or package. More specific.   
~ Less specific. Deprecated. Maybe reversing that would fix it.   
~ That was the decision.   
~ Seems inconsistent.   
~ Proposer would be happy with undeprecating it and expanding the list.   
~ That's CCB-293 (Specific values used to support search have been deprecated from the type field of 
Observing System Component, see https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-293).   
~ To change it back. And it's also by Anne. Maybe we need to look into the history of why we did this.   
 
Question: Does anyone have strong issues with the original proposal? Not sure if re-evaluating 
everything will help.   
Answer: Would want to add instrument package, with member. Kicking the can down the road.   
~ Many multiple layers.   
~ In original label could reference package as a host from spacecraft object and from data label and also 
spacecraft, multiple hosts. Context product would say it's an instrument package, but not necessarily say 
that in the data label. Maybe we need to clarify this in jira and then discuss it.   
Another Question: A number of options. Is she ultimately wanting a new context product? Would prefer 
a generic group for components. Could call it observing system components group. If all we want is to 
include the name, we can. Just need to reverse the deprecation.   
Another Question: What about multiple spacecrafts in one - orbiter and lander? Is there a model for that 
already?   
~ (Lots of people spoke at once) 
~ This goes back to the beginning when we created observing system component that could be used 
many times. Grouping.   
~ For things like orbiter and lander - grouped at the investigation, I think.   
~ That works, but to try to clarify this - it makes sense to create a context product for named things. 
Should be explicit for search. This has been discussed since early on.   
 
Question: If a generic grouping, would it be a type of instrument host?   
Answer: A group of observing system components.   
~ Failing to see how implementation of those classes would look. They have references and layers from 
multiple labels and different descriptions. Current solution is context product describing itself with a 
type. Confused about how a group would fit.   
~ We would come up with names that make sense. Instrument group, etc.   
 
Question: How was it solved in the example with the balloon, gondola, spacecraft with instruments? 
How was that created?   
Answer: We would have to look it up.   
~ That's the type of thing we're talking about - a way to group. Could define as a group and control it 
that way.   
~ Sounds like there's some wiggle room. Original issue needs to be refined to clarify the problem.   
~ Not doing something different, just using the xml to reference members of the group.   
 
We will wrap up here today.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-293)


 
We will either evote or vote next week on CCB-325.  
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## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent February 28, from M. Drum, Agenda for March 2, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
-We have one job today: Video as Product Observational 
- Unless there’s anything else urgent, I suggest we adjourn afterwards to return time back to attendees   
- Approved SCRs by today    
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-325 - Support for video as product observational – Trent Hare - Final adjustments made. Please 
review before the vote.   
**(Voted to pass)** 
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh **(Not Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim    
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- Product Metadata Errata?   
- Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   



**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Next meeting March 16 
 
# DDWG   
 
## CCB-325 - Support for video and audio as product observational See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325   
 
We are going to keep it very simple today and just have a vote on CCB-325.   
~ People have been busy getting it ready.   
~ It's been a calm few days.   
~ There was lots of discussion about metadata tags. People suggested pushing that off until later. Things 
like video time or frame size. This vote needs to go through so the MC can vote.  
 
The white paper is a supplement to one of the polices. The MC needs to agree to the changes.   
~ A change to get on the books is to look at encoding every five years. Discussed ARTEMIS yesterday. 
There will be a lot of audio and video. Lots of Mars missions will also need this. It's timely.   
~ Documents should emphasize the exceptionality of this and that it creates extra work for PDS. We 
need to be clear to DPs.   
~ Yes. The only way to maintain that is to make sure the language gets to the documents the DPs will 
read, like the handbook.   
~ Once we start having manned missions, back room science talk and video will be another potential 
data swarm, so yes, we need to advertise the capability to the community, but don't think everyone will 
start adding video since we now support it.   
~ That wasn't my concern, it's other encoded things.   
~ Data nodes should make sure people are not putting archives together unsupervised.   
~ Problem of opening the floodgates.   
~ The DDWG is poking the hole in this case.   
~ Current instrument teams do understand, but we'll need to be careful going forward.   
 
Someone wants clarification on reviewing every five years.   
~ Review the list of encoded video and audio formats and see if they continue to be viable. Might need 
to be translated. Not happy about it, but we can't leave obsolete formats in the archive.  
 
Question: Is telling them to do it themselves an option?  
Answer: Some might not get translated. They might just sit there.   
~ There are challenges, and have been challenges with migration, things like images that were in a funky 
format. Checking every five years is probably worth it.   
Another Question: Is that part of the policy?   
Answer: Yes.   
~ This is an exception we need to treat very carefully.   
 
Question: Other questions or comments before we vote?   
Answer: (Silence)   
 
**The Vote for CCB-325 
ATMOS - Yes 
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EN - Yes 
GEO - Yes 
IMG - Yes 
IPDA - Yes 
NAIF - Yes 
PPI - Yes 
RMS - Yes 
RS - Yes   
SBN - Yes**    
 
That's a strong signal that we are going forward.   
 
We can end early today since we have had so many extra meetings.   
 
Question: Now this goes to the CCB and then for MC approval. What are the chances of this being in this 
build?   
Answer: The CCB is voting Tuesday. As far as I know we are going forward with this build. We will discuss 
it at the MC next week. It can go forward for now.   
~ Steve will get started on it **(Action Item)**   
 
**Action Item - Mike, Trent and Dick** will get together about presenting this at the MC.   
 
It sounded like there was a green light at the last MC F2F. Did a whole comparison of data loss because 
Becky asked for it.   
~ It's good to show we have done the work.   
 
Next meeting March 16.   
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## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent March 14, from M. Drum, Agenda for March 16, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- CCB approved Video issue, but recommends we create an additional issue to extend support to 
Product_Ancillary and Product_Browse 
- Jira is migrating to the cloud. EN soliciting input about the option converting it to Open Source 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- None this week   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- Product Metadata Errata?   
- Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 
**(Some Discussion)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   



**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Next meeting: 3/30/23   
 
# DDWG   
 
## Front Matter/What's New   
 
Not all regular attendees are here today.   
 
MC and CCB approved CCB-325 (Support for video and audio as product observational, see https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-325). Liens from MC and recommendation for CCB to also support video in 
product ancillary and product browse. We will need a ticket for that. Should be relatively 
uncontroversial. Will be for the next build.   
 
Jordan is here to discuss jira migrating to the cloud. The jira license expires in a month. The license is not 
cheap. Moving to the cloud. Open source. Not easy to change. We can moderate the comments.   
 
Question to Jordan: Will the cost of your time to moderate this be less than the cost of the license?   
Answer: If it becomes a burden we could get a license. They will require a log-in, so we can block bad 
actors. Like GitHub.   
~ Bad actors are a big concern.   
~ GitHub is a good example.   
~ Free. Can try this out. Was part of the Roadmap to open up the PDS4 standards process.   
 
Question: Will everything in jira be made public?   
Answer: Will go through and scrub it first. Don't think it's worth a big effort to look for sensitive 
information. Doubt there's any social security numbers or other sensitive information. System paths are 
the only real security concerns - if any are there.   
~ Good idea.   
~ Someone is still concerned. We never paid attention when we submitted comments in the past. This is 
a big change now. There are issues for us to be aware of.   
~ Like a Slack channel.   
~ It might be a good idea to filter all the comments to find anything.   
~ In reality, ChatGPT will go through it all in a month or two.   
~ If it's open sourced it will get indexed by Google.   
~ There are important internal deliberations. Not the face we want to present to the world. This is deep 
inside the sausage factory. Not what we want people to see.   
~ Someone disagrees. That's the point of open science. We want people to see how the sausage is 
made. Could make everything up to now history.   
 
There's a question about policy decisions - if we want to make this public, like GitHub, but don't think 
this is policy driven.   
~ True. There have been complaints and the technology is making us ask the question now if we should 
open up jira. If we need to keep the cost we can figure it out. It's in the tens of thousands. For an actual 
cloud license is less.   
~ An extreme paraphrase - not moving to PDS AWS cloud, this is to the jira cloud. Don't think we need to 
worry about performance. This just changes where it's installed. Goes from us to jira.   
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~ About 5K a year.   
 
Question: If we take into account privacy and such, should we give it more thought?   
Answer: We can move forward.   
~ It's unfortunate we didn't get to bring this up to the MC.   
~ We can do this. We can migrate to the cloud and get it protected for now.   
~ A noble goal. We can keep this on the agenda and get it open sourced eventually.   
 
Someone wants some clarification.   
~ Our license expired in one month. Port (?) license expires in a year. On-site license is more expensive.   
~ So, we can move to the cloud with protection and decide what to do when that license is up.   
~ Yes.   
 
Question: If our deliberations on jira should be public, then the next logical step is to make these 
meetings public. Do we want people we might talk about to be at the meetings?   
Answer: When we are in the meetings or responding in jira it's sometimes hard to keep your cool.   
~ Status quo for now.   
 
# Tier 1 and Tier 2 Discussion 
 
Some issues have been moved from Tier 2 to Tier 1 for this new cycle.   
 
Question: Is there anything we really want in the next build, that's in approximately six months, that is 
not here yet? Something in the parking lot?   
Answer: Someone asked that anything with his name on it moved up so he can focus on radio science. 
He needs to stop spending so much time on DDWG solutions. Needs time to do other things. This 
includes CCB-356 (Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists, see https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-356). 
 
The resolution for some items could be that they are withdrawn.   
 
In Tier 2, the first item, DOI-rich metadata into IM, was proposed by Anne. Now there's a requirement 
from EN to improve harvesting of metadata for DOIs. Expect this will get bumped to Tier 1 soon. People 
should let Mike know if anyone is interested in helping with the topic.   
 
Mike will send out a question about shifts in our priorities with the next agenda so we can start to get 
the lay of the land for the next build.  
 
In Tier 1 there are three issues. They are unchanged. We discussed CCB-358 (Need a Context object for 
Instrument Packages, see https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358) a few weeks ago. We tried to 
clarify the issue. People are still interested in trying to get it over the line.  
 
Mike will continue to work on CCB-211 (XML/schema based files as archival data, see https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-211) for this build cycle.  
 
# CCB-336 - Add a License Information class to the Identification Area See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-336   
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https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-356)
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358)
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-211)
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-211)
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-336
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-336


There has been good clarification from Steve Crawford on the position that NASA takes on this. 
Everything is CC0, unless it isn't. It's a bit messy, but we should get the structure into the labels to 
support this. If we need to add more to it in the future, we can do it on a case by case basis. There was a 
recent comment in jira that sounds like a language disparity for us to consider. Also that CC0 might not 
meet ESA's needs.   
~ That shouldn't stop us going forward here.   
~ We will move forward can can add things as necessary as we move forward.   
 
____________________    
Question: Any other topics for today?   
Answer: (Silence)   
 
Next meeting March 30.   
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## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent March 28, from M. Drum, Agenda for March 30, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- Start thinking about issues you’d like to complete this round. Since things are quiet, it’s time to start 
culling the backlog.   
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- None this week 
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh - Rewrote proposal, vote next time?   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum   
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim    
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- **(Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne 
- Product Metadata Errata? Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases 
and supersede metadata 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) 
- CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection that 
has a DOI -- Last chance before recommending withdraw.   
**(Discussed)**   



 
Next meeting: 4/13/23   
 
# DDWG   
 
## Front-matter/What’s new 
 
Lite today, so added an action item for everyone to start thinking about things we need to complete. We 
got a lot of big things out of the way. This is our opportunity to look back at things in the backlog. Want 
an early action item for all the nodes to start looking at jira. We will also do it as a group too. There are 
still some Tier 2 issues that are not really moving, and maybe some in the parking lot. If we can get all 
the way down the list maybe we don't need to meet every week.   
 
# Tier 1 issues   
 
## CCB-358 - Need a Context object for Instrument Packages See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358   
 
Mike met with Steve about this and they put together an new Problem Statement. It really boils down to 
adding new value to context product for instrument host, type instrument package.  
 
(Note taker missed something due to an audio issue)   
 
This looks like a better fit.   
~ Great, but we still want approval from Anne.   
 
**Action Item - Pat** will pass this issue to Anne.   
 
Barring any drama, we will put this on the agenda for a vote next time.   
 
Question: Does it need a TA?   
Answer: Yes.  
 
## CCB-211 - XML/schema based files as archival data See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
211   
 
Nothing new. It will be worked on after licensing.   
 
## CCB-356 - Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-
356   
 
There have been conversations, but no movement yet. Brought forward in the agenda. Dick (not here 
today) will speak on this next time.   
 
# Tier 2 issues   
 
If there are any updates for these let Mike know. DOI rich metadata is still on the table for Anne, EN and 
others who are interested.   

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-211
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-211
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-356
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-356


 
## CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-164   
 
People don't remember what this is about. Its an old issue. Doesn't seem complicated. 
 
Question: Will someone take it up?   
Answer: Matt will discuss it with Mitch. **(Action Item)**   
 
Someone believes it was an issue with how LDDs designed. Needed many instances to do references. 
Think we needed a change to internal reference. Memory is fuzzy, but it might not be a big issue, just 
some things to work out.   
~ If people want to solidify their memories and leave comments than we can discuss this next time.   
 
## CCB-353 - Anonymous bytes in data files are problematic and should be documented See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-353   
 
This is relatively new. Marked urgent. Maybe we should move it up in the agenda. There's a lot here to 
chew on. Seems like a fine thing to get through or withdraw.   
~ Someone thinks it will cause a real problem to implement. Would recommend that we withdraw this, 
but we can discuss it.   
~ It might not be as scary as it sounds. Having to define bytes as data or whatever.   
~ Someone else is not in favor of this. Sometimes there are things like gutter space.   
~ It will be moved up in the agenda to review for a bigger discussion.   
 
## Product Metadata Errata   
 
This came up at the last F2F. Basically, the idea is that we want to create labels next to older labels with 
errors or whatever. Need to have something for the registry. If this is interesting to anyone we need to 
build it up. One thing it could be used for is LID changes. Believes there's an alias that can be used in the 
opposite direction.   
 
Question: Any volunteers?   
Answer: Matt will discuss this with Mitch.   
 
# Parking Lot   
 
We haven't looked at these in a long time.   
 
## CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-326   
 
This issue was reported by Dick, so we will wait until he's here to discuss this.   
 
## CCB-324 - Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list.   
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-324   
 
This is a good data modeling one.   
~ It would solve a problem. Unsure why we didn't do it a long time ago, but if people don't think it's that 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-164
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-353
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https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-324


important we could just vote.   
~ There was a lot of discussion over type attributes.   
~ Someone said it's been a long while, but thinks it had to do with attributes that end in underscore 
type. An issue with ingest LDD. Trying to figure it out, particularly for LDDs that have been around a 
while. Didn't want to change the name.   
~ Need to make type attribute specific, not figure it out from the name.   
~ Someone thought there was another issue too.   
~ Everything should be declared and needs an enumerated list. Not sure why we didn't do that. Seems 
like a simpler fix.   
~ Had lots of discussions about best practices for LDDs, but then saw what happened when 
implemented.   
~ Can simply declare every attribute whether it needs a list or not. Fix should be fairly simple.   
~ There was a fix with the DD attribute. Been awhile since it was discussed.   
~ Shouldn't need that. Every attribute should be declared and the tool needs to be fixed.   
~ Looking at the Requested Changes, the proposal was to add ASCII data type or UTF-8 data type, 
instead of ASCII short string.   
~ Makes sense to someone, but still need to make sure it doesn't break old LDDs with underscore type.   
~ Not backwards compatible. It is correct that we need to fix the tool. Maybe throw a warning.   
~ Throwing an error.   
~ Not working. If there's a single error it comes to a stop.   
~ The simple solution is to make it a warning, but people will ignore it.   
 
Moving this to Tier 1. We should at least figure out how we want to move forward with this for this 
build.   
 
## CCB-261 - Add an optional method for indicating that a product is a member of a larger collection 
that has a DOI See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-261   
 
Someone believes this is superseded by what Anne is doing.   
~ It will be removed. We can add it back if need be. 
  

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-261
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## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent April 11, from M. Drum, Agenda for April 13, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
- EN is requesting input: Currently, the SR does not state any requirements that <Table-X> definitions in 
a label are not required to match the order of the file they are referencing, in the case of multiple tables. 
Validate enforces this already; should we adopt the restriction formally, or request Validate drop that 
validation?   
- Let’s talk IM 2.0 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Anne Raugh **(Did Not Vote)**   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne – Please review for a discussion 
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim   
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum    
- CB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list. - Figure out 
where we want to go with this **(Not Discussed)**   
 
Tier 2 issues 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- Product Metadata Errata?   
Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) **(Not Discussed)**   
 



Next meeting: 4/27/23 
 
# DDWG   
 
Jordan sent a request. SR has no requirement for tables, specifically for products with multiple products 
in them, that the order of products match what's in the label. Validate tool does. Jordan asked for a 
recommendation. Wanted to know if we should enforce what validate tool does. Would either have to 
update the SR or validate tool.   
 
Question: Someone didn't think all data objects are required to be in the same file...?   
Answer: Think we're talking about things in the same file.   
~ We should provide a recommendation for multiple files too. A complication, but not in favor of this.   
~ We do ask for an order of columns in the table with elements level metadata. It would be strange to 
require ordering without that called out.   
~ We have offset. Wouldn't want to enforce this as a SR requirement.   
~ There might be a reason a DP didn't do it.   
~ Someone thinks this is hitting hard for Mars 2020. It could be a best practice. Computers are smart. 
Not sure why this would need to be a requirement.   
~ It's for human readability. Think Jordan is worried we're not crossing boundaries. Extra work that 
might need to be done.   
~ Seems like it works.   
~ The issue is validating against the data. Easier when the offsets are in order.   
~ Think there was a discussion of If byte versus start byte.   
~ Should be doing it anyway.   
~ It's software versus DPs. It would make it easier to validate if it's in order.  
~ It could be a warning.   
~ We are mentioning this for Jordan.   
~ This is hitting for Mars 2020 in imaging products that used to validate. The project discovered an issue 
with recent files. Developers decided to do this without input.   
 
It's a bug in validate. Question is if we want to keep it and enforce it in the SR.   
~ The real issue is how comments will be collected. Maybe this should be an SCR.   
~ Good point. We should update the SR either way.  
~ Best practices go in the DPH.   
~ Jordan wants us to decide if they are required to be in order or not. Jordan says developers go to the 
SR and in some cases it's not clear. If order doesn't count, we should state that.   
~ Saying not a requirement is a requirement. We should tell developers there is no such requirement.   
 
It would be helpful if the SR said byte ordering for arrays or tables is or is not required. Putting it as a 
best practice makes it hard. Hard to compare the DPH to the SR. Easier if the DPs are clear.   
~ Someone ran into this with a PDART. It validated, then failed when re-validated. Unsure if we should 
tag it to the version of validate it passed. Seems like a validate bug. Awkward to have it suddenly not 
validate.   
~ Validate breaking is a huge problem. NSSDCA requires us to use the latest version of validate. 
Backwards compatibility issue. We need something in validate to fix this.   
~ For developers, it's always true that some labels will pass one version of validate and fail another. A 
bug, but if it's preventing us from archiving data...   
~ It's a huge request to make it required. Missions might have to redeliver. We need to think about this 



carefully.   
~ There are several issues. First, it's unclear if this is a bug in validate, so we want the SR to be clear if 
order counts or not. We need to close loop holes. Second, backwards compatibility issues. We should 
make this an SCR to capture all the comments.  
 
We can do a straw poll to see where we are. We can create a document change request SCR and handle 
it in two weeks. It could also be a best practice for the DPH. Can provide a recommendation from this 
meeting.   
~ There are multiple choices for the straw poll. Bug fix because software developers invented a 
requirement. We can handle documentation, but it's a can of worms. Developers were wrong. We 
should take it out.   
 
Question: When was the change made?   
Answer: In the last six months.   
~ That's recent on the PDS scale.   
~ Most data will pass.   
~ It may be more pervasive then you think. There used to be advice that arrays should be in alphabetic 
order instead of byte order. It's a big issue in peer reviews, like for ORex in 2011, external reviewers. 
Don't care personally, but there should be a decision now. In a different review they wanted arrays 
ordered by importance. Behind all of this is a bigger can of worms than we expect.   
~ Someone thinks this is a bug fix for validate.   
~ Someone else is not hearing a lot of support for option 2.   
 
The question is really if we want ordering to match byte order of elements.   
~ Someone is also pushing for a vote on clarifying in the SR.   
~ Our first choice would have to go in the SR. We should vote first.   
~ That could be the recommendation we send to them.   
 
**Strawman Poll of everyone on the call now Option 1 is do not adopt requirement that elements 
match order Option 2 is that we should adopt a requirement that label elements match the order in 
data objects.**   
 
**Ron - Abstain 
Boris - Option 1 
Danny - Option 1 
Debra - Option 1   
Dick - Bug Fix**    
 
Question: Point of order - every one on the call is voting even though not voting members?   
Answer: Yes. This is not an official vote. Option 1 is do not adopt requirement that elements match the 
order in data object.   
 
**Dick - Option 1 
Ed - Option 1 
Joe - Option 1 
Steve - Abstain 
Lyle - Abstain 
Kate - Abstain 



Matt - Option 1 
Pat - Abstain 
Sheri - Abstain 
Stef  (Silence) 
Tanya - Option 1 
Trent - Option 1**   
 
Sounds like the recommendation from the DDWG is that this is not a new requirement.   
 
Question: Does anyone want to write up the language for the SR and DPH in an SCR?   
Answer: Someone votes for Steve.    
~ Someone else seconds that.   
Answer from Steve - Okay. **(Action Item)**   
 
Another person is not sure the SR needs to be updated. A non-requirement. Could update the DPH.   
~ Someone agrees. Don't need to bring it up in the SR and accidentally encourage people to do it. Could 
put it in the DPH in best practices.   
~ Someone else agrees with the concern, but declarative statements in negative are important. It's a 
practical document that people will read.   
~ Best practice is to say that things are not required. SR would get very long if we included all that things 
that are not required.   
 
Question: What's the best practice?   
Answer: Put them in byte order.   
~ Yes. Order doesn't count and the best practice is to put it in order.   
~ Machine can read it. Human will have to figure it out.   
~ Saying it counts or doesn't count.   
~ The requirement is on the IM. DPs don't need to know it's not a requirement.   
~ If someone is building labels they need to know how to do it.   
~ It's natural to put in the order in the file, but we don't want to require that.   
~ Analytics world will want to know if they can assume they are in order.   
~ Good point. If writing software need to know so you don't make a wrong assumption like happened 
with validate tool.   
~ People can test or ask DDWG.   
~ That would mean everyone writing software would have to get on our agenda or write test cases for 
every single thing.   
~ They can ask a node.   
~ The nodes might not always know.   
~ Eventually Chatgpt will absorb it and know.   
~ It has to be written down.   
~ A negative presence of a non-requirement would both be and not be a requirement.   
~ This is a one liner footnote. Table order doesn't matter.   
~ Fine.   
 
We'll keep this on the agenda so we can get an SCR. Will send the straw poll as a recommendation.   
 
Another Front Matter topic is SPD41.   
~ Steve got pulled into a standards committee. The concern is what we need to address. Tom thought it 



was a minor issue, but someone else said there's a mandate in Appendix E for missions, so bringing this 
up as a  DDWG issue that should be an SCR so we can do the mapping and get feedback to the 
committee.   
~ Someone just posted SPD41A.   
~ The idea is to at least respond back to the standards group. If mandate then a whole other issue.   
 
**Action Item - Steve - will write an SCR that can become a formal recommendation.   
 
There were about four more issues Jordan wants us to discuss. We can look at them next time. Someone 
let Jordan know the DDWG was looking for work.   
~ We'll get them on the agenda.   
 
IM Version 2.0.   
Someone thinks it's a good idea to re-open the discussion on this and make it happen. We're not any 
closer than we were at our last discussion. We will at some point have a discussion of topics and what 
we need to do for 2.0, if we want a 2.0.   
~ First we need to agree what it means to go to 2.0.   
~ Someone agrees.   
~ Someone else thinks it has to do with backwards compatibility.   
~ At 2.0 that's not allowed. Then we would go to PDS5.   
~ People are worried about that.   
~ Non-backwards compatible changes happen.   
~ They do happen, but would increase from first version to 2.0.   
~ Someone does not want to be migrating into something that evolves every two years.   
 
There is plenty to talk about at future meetings. We have an opportunity to have a tech session at the 
July F2F. We could discuss 2.0 there. Other possible topics are also being floated.   
 
# Ready for Vote   
 
## CCB-358 - Need a Context object for Instrument Packages See https://pds-
jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358   
 
This has a TA now. It identified that it was missing the Requested Changes and added that.   
 
Question: Any final thoughts?   
Another Question: Is it already the case that it can be recursive?   
Answer: Someone thinks the answer is yes.   
~ It's essential to making this work.   
~ Can reference product context by product context.   
~ That needs to be added. We won't vote now.   
 
Question: Is that what was meant - values for the reference type?   
Answer: Need to be able to have everything in  place.   
~ Someone agrees. Need a new permissive value. Could be a lien.   
Another Question: Is that okay?   
Answer: We also need to edit the DPH, Appendix J, I think. Formation rules for context products.   
~ That's another good point. We can punt on this so we can cross the Ts and dot the Is.  

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358
https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358


 
Question: Why do we need instrument package if nesting?   
Answer: Instrument package is a type of host.   
~ Someone needs to digest this.   
 
Question: What technically constitutes an instrument package?   
Answer: RALPH is an example. It shares a lot.   
Another Question: But what specifically makes it a package?   
Answer: Open to recommendations on this, but the intent behind this is that there are groupings of 
instruments that are referred to as one thing, but different instruments that each preform a different 
specific scientific function. Open to a different view.   
~ Vagueness is important. Trying to write a context product for the instrument package. How it's 
constituted will vary from case to case. In Ulysses COSPIN the instrument was called an instrument, but 
it was really five sensors built and operated by separate teams.   
~ Another example is Cassini MIMI.   
~ All specified as instrument, but could put in the label with multiple context products to show the 
relationship.   
~ Tried to differentiate how to reference in the context product and in the labels.   
~ So in the RALPH case it's the instrument host.   
~ Yes, and instrument host to instrument host would be in the context product.   
 
The SCR will be clarified and we will vote next time.   
 
________________   
 
That's it for today. We will discuss CCB-353 next time.    
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## DDWG Agenda 
(Included in email sent April 25, from M. Drum, Agenda for April 27th, 2023)   
 
Front-matter/What’s new 
1) Prospective Tech Session topics:   
a) Context Product cleanup exercise 
b) 2.0 - Define the meaning and goals 
**(Discussed)**   
 
Ready for Vote 
- CCB-358 – Context object for Instrument Package – Mike Drum **(Voted no)**   
 
Tier 1 issues 
- CCB-353 – Fully label all bytes in data files – Anne – Please review for a discussion   
- CCB-336 – Add a License Information class to the Identification Area – Tanya Lim    
- CCB-211 – XML/schema based files as archival data – Jesse Stone, Mike Drum 
- CCB-356 – Update Constraints on Author/Editor Lists – Dick Simpson 
- CCB-324 – Create a data type for Type attributes that require a permissible value list. - Figure out 
where we want to go with this 
- Create a ticket that proposes changes to the SR and/or DPH to clarify that data objects described in a 
label do not need to match the order they appear in a file.   
**(Some Discussion)**   
 
Tier 2 issues 
- DOI-rich metadata into IM (ticket to be created), replacing CCB-222 and CCB-261 – Anne Raugh and 
any volunteers 
- CCB-164 - Display Settings not required for images -- (IMG) - Need to think more about potential 
updates to Imaging and how Display might fit.   
- Product Metadata Errata?   
Create a supplemental label to live next to original label, that can add aliases and supersede metadata 
**(Not Discussed)**   
 
Parking lot – need a driver!   
- CCB-326 - Inconsistent Direction on How to Use Discipline Facets 
- RS: 259/281 (see new attachment to CCB-281) (on hold) **(Not Discussed)**   



 
Next meeting: 5/11/23 
 
# DDWG   
 
## Front Matter   
 
Prospective tech session can be scheduled. There are some looming appropriate questions that we 
could discuss. This includes the need to fix a lot of the older context products.   
~ Since the DDWG task list is lite going forward, it seems like we could do something similar to what 
Mitch did for the LDD clean up for the context products. We need to spend some time as a group 
cleaning them up. All of us need to work on it. It will really improve the system and connectivity. It 
would make a start towards a meaningful version 2.0.   
~ Someone said it feels like one or two experts could do this.   
~ Someone else answered they suppose it could be farmed out, but don't think that's the right thing to 
do. Think this is the right group to do it. Unsure how long it would take. Haven't scoped out the changes, 
but maybe a three day workshop in the fall.   
~ Another person said they definitely under-appreciated how important these are. Many were auto-
imported. We should consult with EN on this.   
~ Agreed. Did discuss this with Richard in email. He's unsure how much needs to be in the context 
products. Some of the PDS3 text should go away. What we really need are linkages going both ways.   
~ One reference that someone wishes existed is target to target. A missing piece.   
 
Question: Like satellite to planet?   
Answer: Yes, and nested satellites and stuff like that. Hierarchies, parent/child relationships. Can create 
groupings. Need to scope it out.   
~ We need to discuss the directional links so we can get the new SCRs.   
~ Agree we should do this. Jordan has commented that he's all for it. There is work on target ontology 
being done. Jordan is especially interested because it will make search more robust. SBN is working on it 
too. Jordan also has a list of five critical things he wants done. We started discussing them last time. 
Submitted an SCR on the last one. Higher priority than this.   
~ We will be sure to get them on the agenda.   
 
Another SCR coming up on author list. Jordan is interested in that. Need to get support for DOI 
metadata sorted out. High priority.   
~ Right. Still a lingering question on what we want to do. Don't want to copy/paste entire schema in IM.   
~ Right. Need to figure out what metadata we need.   
~ Been on the agenda awhile. Anne was planning to spearhead it.   
~ Also, CCB 358 (see below) and five things Jordan wants addressed. Need to figure out what to do 
about LIDs changing too.   
~ No problem, but unclear on what bundle reference by LID means.   
~ Reference bundle by LID is causing issues. Jordan wants a discussion to clarify.   
~ Someone can see one or two people doing a wonderful job on context products, but won't help with 
how they are referenced from products. Thinks would have to survey a lot of products. This this is a 
much bigger job that it appears.   
~ Fair point.   
 
Question: Someone remembers in St. Louis talking about not wanting LIDs to change. Sounds like this 



isn't true. Did the DDWG approve an infrastructure for LIDs to change?   
Answer: Some LIDs for context products have changed. There are LIDs pointing to context or other 
products that are deprecated and have newer products with different LIDs. A problem to solve.   
 
Question: Should we submit SCRs for Jordan's concerns?   
Answer: Yes. We should have tickets for them. Put them in and we can flesh them out and have 
discussions.   
**Action Item - Steve** will put them in. He does not want to be the stuckie.   
 
# Ready for Vote   
 
## CCB-358 - Need a Context object for Instrument Packages.   
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358   
 
There has been plenty of Jira discussion in the last week. A few revisions were made due to the 
comments. A few new Requested Changes, including that the DPH needs to know how to use them for 
LID formation and the definition of type for instrument reference needs to specify /use lowest 
granularity, but doesn’t always make sense, so changed to be more like other definitions. Open to 
feedback. Believe there are no open questions left.   
~ Someone suggested inst host to inst host be limited so one end is a package, but people didn’t want to 
do that.   
~ Rewriting of the definition, saw might have use for things like spacecraft to spacecraft. Could see us 
not wanting to bake that requirement in.   
~ Someone agrees. Doesn’t quite cover all bases. Would need to discuss again. And not always an 
instrument package, could be a package of things.   
~ Yes, but defining instrument package now.   
~ Could have other packages later.   
~ Keep this constrained to instrument packages. Inst host talked about mounting. Original SCR talked 
about more. A lot of possibilities. If we’re talking about groups that operate in some way together that’s 
a big change. Okay with instrument package. General package worries me.   
~ Agrees. Since we’re talking about context product we can be more fine brained.  
 
Question: Any other comments?   
Answer: (Silence) 
Another Question: So, we’re voting on instrument package?   
Answer: Yes. As written. Instrument package, not general package. There was another possible lien. 
Think it was Requested Changes… Yes, it was instrument structure, LID include fragment for spacecraft 
or specify a host.   
~ A unique identifier for human readability. Would just come up with a standard way.   
Another Question: For guidelines?   
Answer: Yes, a DPH issue. Regarding instrument LID formation.   
Another Question: So how LID is formed? Wanting to allow options?   
Answer: Yes. Question is update guidelines? And update LIDs? Hopes not.   
~ Don’t remember context LIDs being a DDWG issue.   
~ Usually left to Richard.   
~ LIDs just have to be unique/unusual.   
 
**The Vote for CCB-358 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-358


ATMOS – No 
EN – Yes and No 
GEO – Not Here 
IMG – No 
IPDA – Not Here 
NAIF Abstain 
PPI – Abstain 
RMS – Yes 
RS – No 
SBN – Yes**   
   
So, 3 yes, 4 no, but two votes for EN. 2 absent and 2 abstain.   
~ EN doesn’t get two votes – make it an abstain.   
~ So, 2 yes and 3 no.   
 
**Action Item - Mike** will look at next steps.   
 
It doesn’t pass.   
~ It can be refined. Can try to convince folks this is the right thing to do.   
~ Someone was convinced this is confusing and unnecessary and awkward by discussing with another 
person who had strong feelings.   
~ Someone else can see that argument, but SBN sees this as a blocker, like in the case of Ralph. That’s 
how these are referenced. Need to document in an intelligent way.   
~ Just call Ralph an instrument. Can do it that way.   
~ Don’t want to shoehorn. Think the issue is discovery. It becomes critical for search. Need to know it’s a 
package. Would recommend the goal is clarified to identify the need. Jordan is very supportive of this. 
Ontology. Being able to relate things to each other. Very important information. Will make discovery 
much easier.   
 
Question: Not a fan of composite type, but isn’t this a case for that?   
Answer: It might work if we can get the relationships in. Think many people have issues with how 
observing system works. May be a difficult solution.   
~ PDS doesn’t have good search and discoverability yet. Okay to table this and let this fester as that 
improves.   
~ If we don’t solve it it will be solved elsewhere and we may not like the solution. Garbage in and 
garbage out. Shoehorn is one way of garbage in.   
 
Question: So, if envision search and have references from instrument to instrument and will find they 
are related?   
Answer: Won’t be able to show differences between spacecraft with packages or instruments. Can lead 
to confusion.   
~ Yes. Correct. Ralph isn’t an instrument, but people will look for it. MVIC and LEISA are the 
instruments.   
~ Need a hierarchy. The model is lacking that now. Unfortunate, but don’t think we’ll vote again today. 
Unsure what we will do. Will discuss it with Anne.   
 
Maybe we can reconsider it next time. A piece here missing is how instrument products will point to 
each other, so, MVIC points to LEISA and they point to RALPH, so the connectivity is there. Still think 



alias is the best solution.   
~ EN uses alias to shoehorn things in.   
~ They use an alias of name or identifier, not relationship.   
~ For discoverability, system needs to recognize the other name.   
~ Red herring. Don’t think alias is the solution to the packaging problem. Different classification. Alias 
has nothing to do with class. Need to go back to modeling class.   
~ EN is using alias as a way to mark a LID has been deprecated. LID instead of name. Overloaded 
feature.   
~ On Jordan’s list of things to address.   
 
Question: Anyone opposed to revisiting this next week?   
Answer: Someone would rather say this failed and have a new SCR.   
~ Another person is willing to bring it back up. Record the vote, but we can reconsider it.   
~ Not sure Jira supports multiple votes for a single issue.   
~ Cleaner slate if we start over.   
~ But no path forward for Anne.   
~ She wanted it in the last build. It was marked urgent. Still some time before the next cut off. No huge 
rush. Might be a way to link the tickets together.   
~ Lots of possibilities.   
~ Reporter will look into it. Appreciates the willingness to reconsider this.   
 
# Tier 1 issues   
 
## CCB-353 - Anonymous bytes in data files are problematic and should be documented.   
See https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-353   
 
Question: Have people had a chance to form opinions on this yet? Do we want to make sure every byte 
is accounted for?   
Answer: Someone is opposed.   
~ In a perfect world, this is awesome, but in the real world it's a can of worms.   
~ Someone else is also opposed. Issue with validate too. Backwards compatibility is huge.   
~ Ambiguous too.  
 
Question: Is there a larger discussion we should have or should we send it back?   
Answer: The argument is that it improves validation. Not sure that's true.   
~ If there's a particular area with a hole maybe we can look at that.   
~ VICAR and ISIS cubes have lots of blobs of stuff, but not sure what the point is.   
~ If we are coming at this blind and don't know the format, just looking at a file and a label, might want 
to understand. Can see the value of allowing a good faith DP to describe every byte in a way that will 
help users down the line.   
~ Allow is different from require.   
~ Several people agree.   
~ Someone does that already, but doesn't want it required.   
 
Someone also doesn't think it matters for the MD5 stuff, which is why they don't think that should be in 
the labels.   
~ A chicken and egg thing.   
 

https://pds-jira.jpl.nasa.gov/browse/CCB-353


Question: Do you mean the MD5 in the label of the data product?   
Answer: Of the file.   
~ Someone disagrees. Has had files transfer with issues. Only caught because of the MD5s.   
~ Someone else agrees we should do better than our laissez-faire MD5 stance.   
~ Shouldn't be in a label, just for transfer.   
~ There are tools, like Pooch, where you require MD5 and data. The MD5 issue with the cloud will bite 
us since we are not being consistent.   
~ If we want to tackle the issue of end user quality of data we will have to look at this.   
~ Cloud can potentially help us, but we are not there yet.   
 
Reporter will try to restructure this ticket.   
 


